
    Year 4 Summer Term 1 Newsletter 
 

 

Dear Parents/Carers,  
 

Welcome back - I hope you’ve all had a great Easter break. We have a packed 

summer term ahead as we begin our final topic of the year…The Iron Man. Our 

learning this term will be inspired by this wonderful book by Ted Hughes.  
 

Our writing in English this term will be linked to this book; we will write newspaper reports, letters 

and learn how to build suspense in descriptive writing. Our spelling and grammar work will focus 

on homophones, using speech, contractions and subordinate clauses. In Reading we will be 

studying the fantastic Cogheart by Peter Bunzl. It promises to sweep us away by airship and 

flabbergast us with dastardly plots! 
 

In Maths we will begin the term by learning how to write tenths and hundredths as decimals. 

Building on our fractions work from last term, we will learn how to write fractions as decimals and 

how to order and compare them. We will move on to learn about angles, triangles and 

quadrilaterals, symmetry and coordinates.    
 

Our value in PSHE will be Courage. We will spend time learning about the life of Malala Yousafzai 

and think about the ways in which she showed courage, and how her actions have gone on to 

inspire people across the world. In RE we will be learning about Bhuddism and the 8-fold Path, 

considering the question ‘What is the best way for a Buddhist to lead a good life?’. 
 

This term in DT we will be beginning our ‘Architecture in Schools’ project with Open City Learning. 

Working with professional architects from Studio Cherry, we will design a ‘smart city’. We will 

consider street layout, buildings, facilities and transport systems and build a model of our final 

design. More information about this exciting project to follow! 
 

In Computing we will be toy designers! We will use Scratch to design a robot-inspired toy with an 

input and output. As an example, if we feed our robot metal (the input), it will say ‘thank you’ 

(output). We are also very lucky to be visiting the London Connected Learning Centre this term for 

a Computing workshop. 
 

In Science, with Andrew the children will be learning about Electricity. They will learn all about 

electrical circuits and test materials’ ability to conduct electricity.  
 

In Music the children will continue with their Musitrax lessons. As we approach the Grand Finale 

concert, it is really important that children remember to practise at home (more information 

about this to follow). Please remember to bring instruments in every Tuesday. 
 

This term PE will continue on a Monday so please make sure children come to school with their full 

PE kit on this day. This should consist of a yellow or white t-shirt, black or green shorts, socks, and a 

pair of trainers. It is vital that children have a complete set of clothes to change into for PE, 

especially as the weather gets hotter. 
 

Year 4 will begin their swimming lessons this term starting on Friday 3rd May. Please make sure your 

child comes to school every Friday with their swimming kit. They will need a towel, swimming 

costume/shorts and every child must have a swimming hat. If they don’t bring a hat they will not 

be allowed in the pool! If you need help sourcing one please let me know as soon as possible.  
 

Homework this term is due in on Wednesday 22nd May. In addition to this, please ensure your child 

is reading a quality text for 20 minutes each day. Children themselves should open their reading 

record at least 4 times a week and write down a meaningful comment about what they have 

read. Please check and sign the record as parents/carers once a week. We will check reading 

records on a Monday to ensure this is done. 
 

If you have questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to arrange a time to discuss it with me. I 

am usually available on Monday, Wednesday and Friday after school. 

Thank you for your continued support, Becca 


